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REVIEW SEVEN SEAS SPLENDOR

S
even Seas Splendor, the fifth
ship in Regent Seven Seas
Cruises’ fleet, was christened in
Miami on 21 February by
American actress and

entrepreneur Christie Brinkley. Two weeks
earlier CruiseTimes was on board for a
three-night preview cruise from
Civitavecchia to Barcelona to see what
changes Regent has made from its previous
tonnage.

“In terms of design, we wanted to
refresh the look of Explorer rather than
reinvent it,” said Jason Montague, president
and CEO of Regent Seven Seas Cruises at
an informal discussion held in the ship’s
Regent Suite. “The designers have an eye
for bold architectural cues and the most
whimsical of tiny details; as a result, they’ve
created spaces that are pieces of art.
There’s no question that Splendor sets the
tone for how Regent projects luxury, and it’s
fair to say that in some respects we upped
the ante with our new build,” he said, before
quoting the phrase which has become the
tagline for the ship: “Splendor is Luxury
Perfected.”

Regent’s all-inclusive ultra-luxury ships
have proved successful by appealing to
experienced North American cruise

passengers while still offering all the
amenities expected by discerning
Europeans. The impressive passenger-
space ratio of 74 no doubt plays a big part
in this success. The passenger-crew ratio is
also a notable at 1.38. 

Notable technical specifications
Constructed at Fincantieri’s Ancona

yard, Splendor is Regent’s second Explorer-
class vessel and has a top speed of 19.5
knots, driven by four 8,000 kW MAK 8M43C
diesel electric powerplants. Gross tonnage
comes in at 56,182, and the vessel runs at
224 metres long, with a beam of 31.09
metres and a draught of 7.02 metres. 

A total of 750 passengers occupy 375
passenger suites on 10 passenger decks.
Like on Explorer, the suites on Splendor are
grouped in 15 categories, all of which have
balconies and range from 28 sq. m Veranda
Suites to the 292.7 sq. m Regent Suite. In
addition to this headline-grabbing suite,
there are 87 distinctive suites, including

Master, Grand, Splendor, Seven Seas, and
Penthouse Suites. The general arrangement
layout with two-stair towers is similar to
Explorer, but there are subtle differences
when it comes to the decor. 

The design teams responsible for
creating Splendor were Miami-based Studio
Dado, Tillberg Design of Sweden, and Total
Solution Interiors, who operate from Milan
and Miami. They reported to Norwegian
Cruise Line Holdings’ executive vice
president of vessel operations, Robin
Lindsay, and Regent’s senior vice president
of hotel operations, Franco Semeraro.
CruiseTimes was granted an interview with
Semeraro, as Lindsay was not on board the
preview sailing and was unavailable for
comment prior to publication of this review. 

Sophisticated siblings
“Explorer and Splendor are twins but not

identical ones. There are nuances across
the fleet,” said Semeraro. “The layout of the
Regent Suite was changed, as well as

“Explorer and Splendor are twins but not identical ones. 
There are nuances across the fleet.” Franco Semeraro, 

Regent’s senior vice president of hotel operations.
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The pool deck was conceived by Tillberg Design of Sweden. Photo: Mike Louagie
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reorienting the footprint of the penthouse
suites and modifying access to the closet,
which has been significantly enlarged. We
also adjusted the positioning of the power
outlets in all suites, in addition to adding
USP points.”

When asked about changes to the
public rooms, Semeraro told us, “We gave a
new entrance to the French fine-dining
restaurant Chartreuse and increased the
number of tables for two in Prime 7
steakhouse. The stage in the Constellation
Theatre is larger, and we improved the
sightlines on the upper level by installing
glass panels. The Splendor Lounge has a
bigger dance floor, and a piano is now a
fixture in the centre of the Observation
Lounge. This forward-facing space is only
accessed from the port side, which allowed
us to create a larger library on the starboard
side of deck 11.”

Regent has used 4,273 sq. m of Italian
marble in the design. There are 216 crystal
chandeliers in restaurants, lounges, and
other public spaces, with another 119
crystal chandeliers inside the distinctive
suites and 218 chandeliers illuminating the
ship’s corridors.

Indeed, the proliferation of chandeliers
throughout the vessel is one of its most eye-

catching features. The stunning chandelier
that crowns the atrium was the creation of
Czech company Lasvit. The Czech Republic
is renowned for its skilled craftsmanship
with bohemian crystal, and another Czech
company, Preciosa, crafted the impressive
chandelier that adorns the centre of the
Compass Rose Restaurant. Italian company
MediaLight Quantum also supplied several
luxurious crystal light fittings. 

Semeraro continued, “We design our
ships with the concept of a luxury home
ambience in mind. It’s more residential than
many other luxury ships. The creative
process for Splendor was more of an
exercise in fine-tuning, one that would
reflect modern tastes. Explorer was perfect
when it was introduced in 2016. There will
always be tweaks, but I believe we’ve
enhanced the cruise experience by listening
to our guests’ viewpoints.” 

One of the most noticeable differences
between the two ships is the protruding
areas on deck 11, which allow over-water

alcove seating in La Veranda, as well as an
added 2.6 m width to the pool deck. 

A personal perspective
Having sailed on all ships in Seven Seas

Cruises’ fleet, CruiseTimes was interested to
see the evolution of design as each new
vessel took to the water. There’s no doubt
that the all-pervading palette on Explorer
has been criticised because of the extensive
use of dark woods. We put this point to
Jason Montague over dinner in the
Compass Rose Restaurant. He replied,
“Shortly after Explorer came into service, the
executive team met with the designers to
explore what could be improved. The result
is that Splendor has been crafted with a
softer palette.” He also explained that by
realigning the structure of the grand
staircase in the atrium that connects decks
5 and 6, guests can now descend towards
the Compass Rose Restaurant rather than
away from it.

Much of the discussion held on board
centred on the Regent Suite. Tillberg
Design, tasked with conceiving the decor,
gave it a look of palatial elegance by
incorporating ample marble and onyx as
well as accents of dark oak, rich leathers,
and brass, all of which is highlighted by an

Fleet-wide, Regent hopes
to eliminate two million

plastic bottles. 

Grand chandelier and staircase in the atrium.

Regent Suite, bow view.

Pacific Rim restaurant. Photos: Mike Louagie
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abundance of gilded mirrors and
chandeliers. To add to the hyperbole
surrounding this suite, an original Picasso
hangs next to the $200,000 handcrafted
Hästens Vividus bed. 

Fine art is a passion for Frank Del Rio,
president and CEO of Norwegian Cruise
Line Holdings Ltd, and apart from the
Picasso, a Joan Miró work of art sits
alongside an Eduardo Arranz-Bravo at
Prime 7. In the Serene Spa & Wellness area,
a giant bronze sculpture by Alexander
Krishonov takes pride of place, while a giant
mythical dragon sculpture sets the scene for
diners entering the Pan-Asian restaurant
Pacific Rim. 

In the Observation Lounge, designed by
Studio Dado to inspire the feeling of an
enchanting English garden, there is
specially commissioned art by Gorman
Studios. 

Style and sustainability 
sail in tandem

With green credentials at the forefront of
the designers’ minds, Splendor features
environmentally friendly technologies. The
most evident of these from a passenger’s

perspective is the introduction of a Vero
water system. Phase one of the company’s
strategy was to banish single-use plastic
bottles; phase two is to introduce self-
service water flasks for all guests, which can
be refilled at the Vero water dispensers
located throughout the ship. 

Fleet-wide, Regent hopes to eliminate
two million plastic bottles. The company is
currently in discussions with Bulgari and
L’Occitane to replace small bottles of
bathroom amenities with refillable pump
bottles.

Metrics of luxury
Montague was asked if he could divulge

the company’s current commercial strategy.
“Our value proposition is off the chart,” he
said. “We’ve grown our capacity by 28 per
cent, but there’s never been such a high
level of advance bookings. We are 100 per
cent focused on ocean cruising rather than
venturing into any other aspect of cruise,

whether that is expedition or river. Our
market is firmly the 50-plus age
demographic, and we are seeing continual
growth from Europe since we opened our
Southampton office in 2001 and our Paris
office in 2010,” he added. 

For more than 25 years, Regent Seven
Seas Cruises has paved the way in truly all-
inclusive luxury cruising. With 3,410 berths
across the fleet, Regent accounts for 14.1
per cent of the luxury market. The €422
million Splendor takes this ethos to the next
level. 

On a more cynical note, the tagline “The
Most Luxurious Ship Ever Built” was
bestowed on Explorer when she entered
service. The stakes have been raised with
Splendor cited as representing “Luxury
Perfected”. One can only speculate what
hyperbole will be contrived as the mantra for
the unnamed third Explorer-class ship,
scheduled to be delivered by Fincantieri in
late 2023.

An original picasso hangs next to the 
$200,000 handcrafted Hästens Vividus bed. 

1 February 2020: Seven Seas Splendor seen
here in Dubrovnik during the inaugural sailing.

Regent Suite. Photo: Mike Louagie Elegant spiral staircase. Photo: Mike Louagie

Photo: Neven Jerkovic
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